Product Governance & Sustainability Policy Statement
Dun & Bradstreet Holdings, Inc. (the “Company” or “D&B”) has adopted this policy which
outlines the Company’s approach to product governance and sustainability in all aspects of our
business, products and supply chain. This policy applies to all D&B employees and staff, and it is
approved by senior management and the Audit Committee of our Board of Directors.
At D&B, we believe that a defining quality of successful companies is that they demonstrate a
consistent commitment to empowering the people and communities where they operate. We
believe that companies should look beyond the bottom line and have a positive impact through
responsible engagement on environmental, social and governance issues.
It is our responsibility to not only operate our own business in an environmentally and socially
conscious manner but also to utilize our capabilities to enable our clients to do so as well. To
this end, we offer Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) products and services to
support our clients, and we continue to develop new products with sustainable principles and
responsibility in mind.
Our Sustainable Products
Sustainability in the Supply Chain
Providing comprehensive and actionable data and analytical insights to our clients is at the core
of our business. D&B offers a variety of solutions to provide insights and research to support
our clients’ ESG needs, particularly for selecting third party business relationships. Procurement
and compliance professionals are under pressure to implement ESG criteria into their third
party assessment, policies and due diligence processes to meet regulatory requirements and
minimize risk. D&B recognizes the complexities of supply chain management and procurement,
particularly when ensuring that third parties are adhering to rigorous ESG standards set forth
by their own company. D&B offers several datasets and analytics on ESG performance of over
30 million global public and private companies, data on diversely owned companies and data on
which companies have received environmentally related certifications (e.g., LEED, FSC, etc.).
Examples of our ESG solutions include the following:
D&B ESG Intelligence
D&B’s AI-driven ESG Intelligence capability delivers data and analytics built from the D&B Data
Cloud and established sustainability standards to help companies gain better visibility into third
party ESG rankings. This solution offers relevant sustainability and ESG performance datasets
and analytics, compiled from both validated external sources and D&B’s ESG Self-Assessment
Tool, on a growing list of over 30 million public and private companies, including data on
diversely owned businesses and environmentally certified companies. ESG Intelligence Rankings
are based on leading sustainability frameworks, such as Global Reporting Initiative, United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals and Task Force on Climate-related Financial
Disclosures. This comprehensive source of ESG data enables compliance and procurement
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teams to protect company reputation, benchmark against industry trends, identify ESG risks and
goals and monitor shifting ESG risks through simplified datasets.
Green Indicator
D&B’s Green List is a data package of over 203,000 unique businesses that are certified Green
by industry-standard entities like Energy Star and LEED. Our clients utilize this offering to help
ensure that their third parties are committed to minimizing their environmental footprint in all
aspects of the business, thus supporting their environmental responsibility and sustainable
sourcing goals.
Supplier Diversity & Socio-Economic Solutions
Diversity and socio-economic factors are strong forces in procurement, and D&B consistently
enhances our diversity Data Cloud to address changes in regulations and shifting market and
demographic needs. We have one of the largest supplier diversity data sets with over 300+
sources from global, federal, state and national agencies and more than 7 million socioeconomic and diverse business references on file. With this data ecosystem, we help our clients
gain access to diverse suppliers, develop inclusive procurement strategies and improve overall
business performance.
Sustainability in the Business
Environmental responsibility is integrated into how we operate our business. D&B uses energyefficient services for hosting, storing and deploying digital and informational products, with 39%
of energy consumption for Dun & Bradstreet North America derived from renewable
resources.
We consider recycling and product lifecycle in all products and office materials. Our offices
source products derived from recycled materials, while outdated and unusable technology
equipment is recycled in a safe, responsible and efficient manner.
We aim to reduce waste, emissions and water usage at all office locations to reduce our
environmental impact. Additional details regarding environmental efforts can be found in the
D&B Environmental Policy and Corporate Sustainability Report.
Product Development
D&B factors in environmental and social impacts when designing new products and services,
even among our non-ESG-focused offerings. At a fundamental level, this includes using energyefficient data services for hosting, storing and deploying our products. Beyond our internal
operations, our sustainability focus encompasses a real-world evaluation of the impacts that our
data and insights will have on people, businesses and society.
Certification and Quality Management
We strive to be an industry leader to serve as a model of sustainable business for our clients,
investors and peers. In the UK and in the Republic of Ireland our Information Security
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Management Systems are certified as compliant with ISO 27001 to demonstrate our
commitment to maintain the Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability of our information and
data. We are evaluating opportunities to grow our certification of ESG-related disclosures and
will keep our stakeholders updated on such efforts.
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